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Panlaqui John Delle(November 23 1993)
 
J – Jaedee is Joyously Jocular an Jocund Friend had
O- Overcome his problem and Trials in life
H-Honestly, had sworn to GOD not to become
N-Nescience and unaware in the problem of our society
 
D- Devoutly serious in enlightening the reality cause he is
E-Evolutionist and reformist for social justice who had
L-Leaded the youth to solve the problem of our country who had also
L-Lived for others to protect them and fight for them because in this way he
E- Enjoying his life because he serves people and God.
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Earth: Secondary Hell?
 
Earth: Are you the secondary Hell?
 
One of the greatest mythical creatures of God.
A beauteously, celestial object in the universe, peculiar, illustrious and glorious
planet among the other heavenly bodies. Origins of life and human existence.
Her night gives luminary when darkness comes like a precious metals and
brilliant crown.
 
Her stars are resplendent in the eye of a person that is similar to the lady's
clothes with different shinning jewelries.
 
Her moon enlightening the caliginous side of the earth when animals and other
species slumbering with their family.
 
When darkness fades-out. Sun will gradually ascend in the sky. Aurora wipe-out
the dim night  and continually diffuse night in the realm of the high.
 
Kingdom plantea will starts to rise, together with the cold and breezing wind they
grow until the sun will totally arise.
 
All biome begin to generate and produce human source of energy from the
heaven that full of ave and light clouds up to the blue crystals ocean where can
you see diverse of species.
 
School (of fish)  is swimming and playing, Octopus do hands shaking, corral reef
and sea weeds are dancing by following the relaxing waves sound and other
oceanid do mating, reproducing and exploring.
 
When you are in the forest we able to see a gargantuan floura family akin to a
rainbow made of flowers, a colossal waterfalls that yield coolness where it sounds
make us calm, tranquil, and stress-free.
 
Water is chaste from dirt, immaculate, and pristine it connote to a pure diamond
when this liquid is crystalized.
 
We can also see an humongous sacred rocks and stone, a gigantesque verdant
biome with flying multicolored butterflies and insects, and birds.
 
This place is mountainous and this land form covered by blue and silver clouds it
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comparable to a groundbreaking art.
 
All leaves and vines are ready photosynthesized and produce energy.
 
It is a paradise, a heaven and an utopia for a man.
But all of this have changed because of man's covetousness and greediness.
 
Panlaqui John Delle
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Erythros: The First Color Of The Rainbow
 
Erythros: The First Color of the Rainbow
By; John Delle D Panlaqui
 
Erythros was the Lord of Mangard - a place somewhere in the west of the world
way back before. He was a turbulent, a ferocious land Lord to his people,
Insensitive to his inhabitant's feeling and sentiments, pitiless leader among his
dominion. He was also the ruler of all dynasties. No one breaks his rule,
command and order. Everyone was also afraid of him. In short, he was cruel and
heartless lord of Mangard. A magnate because he had controlled the business
over the merchant, an opulent, influential and tycoon king. He killed his own
family to own all the properties of his descendants. Greediness made him
powerful. In fact, all of the people in the kingdom had encountered scarcity,
dearth, beggary, destitute, pauperism and all because of him. Children have
been dying because of famine, women were discriminated and ravished to the
dogface of the lord, life was unvalued, there was much destruction and all was in
chaos. Mangard was terrorized and people were terrified. Until one day, the
people had organized themselves and revolted against him. Attempt was made
and had failed. Blood wash down the entire kingdom. Bloodbath, massacre and
carnage were experienced by the citizen. After a long period of silence, Second
assay was also untriump, third and fourth was unvictorious the cycle of
destruction and violation had happened. Until one day, unknown man comes and
agitated the immune and dejected people. All of them joined their hands
together, united, unionized themselves and had fought for each other, for their
siblings, and future generation goodness sake. Through their desire to become
free and sovereign, they fought shy of, to transgress the law, the lord's
domination and destroyed the system of impunity and violation.  &quot;Even
many of us will die and all our properties will get ruined, we will fight for our
right, liberty and freedom. We are human not a puppet, this will be our final
battle and a struggle to change everything, to change our black world and those
people who have a dark heart for the nation,  we have been exploited for how
many decades  and now we'll not let you to do it again, we will fight until the
end, until the world becomes free! &quot;. In the end, they became victorious;
the lord was cursed by the unknown man and had punished him. &quot; You let
your kingdom washed by the blood of your dominants, you let them suffered and
felt the bloody destruction of their world, now they inflamed to have changes, as
your punishment for being cruel lord you will feel the infinite angry  and your
body will wash by blood of those people you had killed and you'll feel it forever,
again and again.  Erythros  became the first color of the rainbow which will come
after the rain or typhoon which symbolizes man's passion and hope.
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RED connote War, Battle, Destruction and chaos. It also symbolizes passion,
Hope (Desire)  and personified a reformist, insurrectionist and revolutionist.
 
The End.
 
Panlaqui John Delle
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He Cried To Me Because He Really Love Me..
 
He cried to me because He really love me..
 
When were fighting i thought it was our ending..
I let you go..
and you stayed..
 
I had stayed before you go..
Were looking for each other..
and understanding each to other..
 
When my foot doesn't want to walk..
and my mouth doesn't want to talk..
 
You were there.. you listened..
You were there. you had cried..
 
I can not live if you're not my side..
I can't feel my day complete without your smile..
 
deeply I'm in love with you..
deeply I want to be with you FOREVER!
 
Panlaqui John Delle
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Jaedee's Haiku
 
HAIKU
 
&quot;The missing part of me&quot;
Eros spears us
With your powerful arrow
To our missing soul
 
&quot;Tears&quot;
Wipe my tears with your love
And let the rain comes to us
To wash away our past.
 
&quot;Forgotten man &quot;
The forgotten man
He lives in pain, grief and woe
He disremembered.
 
 
&quot;Unspoken feelings&quot;
Unspoken feelings
Bastille of anguish's person
Who cannot move on.
 
Panlaqui John Delle
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Makananu Da Kang Lugdan?
 
Makananu da kang lugdan? Pabren mung bilangan ku ing paralan
Lugdan da ka keng pe ka agyu kung gawan, kaba at alang hanggan.
 
Mayayakit ing tula, ayayabut ning kakung kaladwa
Para keng alang hanggang kamalayan at kasalpantayanan.
 
Lugdan daka king bawat aldo at pekatahimik mung pamangailangan king aldo at
kabengian
Lugdan da kang ating kalayan, kalupa dareng taung makipagsapalaran keng
karelang karapatan.
 
Lugdan da ka keng buo mung pangatau
Kalupa dareng tau mibabalik keng kapurian para keng Apung Ginu.
Lugdan da ka keng ka kung kaburyan, hepag para gamitan
Keng ka kung pagmalumbe, at kakung amulatan.
 
Lugdan da ka kayabe na ning lugud kung mawawala, king mewala kung
kabanalan
Lugdan da ka kayantabe ning kakung bie
Tula, gaga ning kakung buong pangatau, at kung ing Ginu apili na ku.
 
Gawan, at lugdan ka maging keng ka kung kamatayan.
 
Panlaqui John Delle
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Our Forbidden Love By: John Delle D Panlaqui
 
Our Forbidden Love
By: John Delle D Panlaqui
 
Discrimination..  Unremembered feelings..
Insensitivity.. Forgotten Sentiments
Gender Imparity.. Our forbidden Love
Gender Racism and Inequality..  This love is our
And it is only in our mind..
 
In that time, I had remembered you..
I'm in hurt and in pain..
What if, I tell you that I have loved you?
Do you believe in me or should I feel insane?
 
It was arduous to keep and hard to accept..
This love was forbidden and our freedom had constrained..
In this blinded society, we had fallen in unjust and unfair..
Cause or love was only a dream-delusion..
And now you're just my phantasm in this illusion.
 
I had loved you in m y deep mind-soul..
And this feeling had also lasted on our own..
You and I was in sameness but at the time was disparateness..
Because this community is diversely immerse to the different custom..
Which had broken our privilege..
 
I had fought this sentiment in that time..
But also fallen and dejected because now you're not mined..
I asked myself if should I stopped or proceeds in that struggle because..
I believe to this adage that: Rights and Dignity have no Gender..
 
Panlaqui John Delle
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Peace - John Delle Panlaqui
 
Peace is period of time when there is no war or fighting
- Merriam Webster Dictionary
 
Peace is a state of tranquillity or directly an absent of war.
Is a freedom from civil disturbance?
War is a state or period of fighting between countries or groups. A situation in
which people or groups compete with against each other there are political war,
cultural war and economical war that word encountering today.
&quot;STOP' written on the palm of the hand and shaded with different colour
which I symbolize for DIVERSITY
 
 
Differently, we are diverse through dissimilarity of our culture, unlikely in
religion, faith and belief, distinctive in personality and personal background,
disparately in living standard and divided in social classification or social
stratification which cause of negative impact in the peace of our society. So, in
this case I'm for unity. In order to achieve a peaceful and orderly society we
must lessen or erase all the inhumane, wrongdoing and immoral act of people
such as VIOLATION of HUMAN RIGHTS, GREEDINESS, DISCRIMINATION,
CORRUPTION, KILLING our MOTHER EARTH and etc.
 
STOP word symbolize to cut, disregard and totally erase all this social issue of
our country's facing today. I also wrote outside the hand the different negative
word or problem of our society but give more emphasis to the following:
 
STOP KILLING our NATURE! Our Mother Earth!
Remember as God highest form of his creature we must take a good care to our
co-creation such as our environment and morally, we have an obligation to
sustain it for our future siblings and generation.
 
STOP the VIOLATION of HUMAN RIGHT!
RESPECT the RIGHTS of other.
 
According to the UNIVERSAL DECLARATION of HUMAN RIGHT Article 1 says: We
are all equally even we are different in many ways because simply we're HUMAN
BEING no matter what is your background, religion, status in life, gender,
location and etc.
We must treat fairly.
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STOP DISCRIMINATION! PROMOTE GENDER EQUALITY!
Machismo view of our society, racial discrimination, Lesbian gay bisexual and
trans-gendered bullying these are the common problems which both women and
members of LGBT facing today different issue but fall in one category which is
GENDER DISCRIMINATION.
 
In UNIVERSAL DECLARATION of HUMAN RIGHT Article 2 and different R.A bills
such as VAW-C, Anti-discrimination act bill for women, Magna Carta for women
and etc. says; all form of Discrimination is prohibited in the law because it's
against in the right of the people.
 
 
Our constitution empowered the women in social transformation and nation
building giving them as an equal right to men
but unfortunately no law is created to protect the LGBT rights.
 
Break the culture of discrimination and promote Gender Equality.
STOP INJUSTICE and GIVING INHUMANE PUNISHMENT!
TORTURE, ENFORCE DISAPPEARANCE, MASSACRES, KILLINGS are Violation
Human Right.
 
A convicted person has the right due process of law.
He is still innocent until proven guilty, right to put in trial, even an imprison
persons are protected by their human rights.
 
STAND for our RIGHTS!
 
 
&lt;p&gt;STOP CULTURE of IMPUNITY! BE ACCOUNTABLE to the LAW! &lt;/p&gt;
A person committed crime and proven must be accountable for the punishment
of the law no matter what your life status and position in our country.
 
STOP CORRUPTION in order to DIMINISH POVERTY!
Be Transparent and Accountable! We are tax payer and all the money of
government is come from us. Leaders should use this for the betterment of life
for their citizen's budget it for the social services which will improve the living
standard of the people.
 
 
We can achieve PEACE if we respect the right of others, Break the Culture of
Impunity, Stop killing mother earth and Stop Corruption, Fulfill justice and follow
the law of Man and God!
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Unite as One! Make an ACTION!
 
Panlaqui John Delle
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The Muse Who Most Inspires Me..
 
She is more than Thalia..
The muse of comedy, She makes me happy
She's better than Euterpe..
The muse of music,
Calm the chaos sea within me..
 
Stronger than amazon can provides all (my)  necessity..
A superwoman, extraordinary, heroine.. (to me) ..
 
She is a monster with a floppy heart..
She's a beggar with a complex mind..
A girl with a wide deep understanding..
And also a heroine keeps bleeding..
 
Though she's not Aphrodite..
The deity of love and beauty..
Even though she's not talking to me, I can feel she loves me..
Together, when we drink coffee heaven's reach me..
 
Her voice is like the sound of minotaur..
When she scolded me she's like a dinosaur..
And when she was angry, she was melphomene..
Even this muse of tragedy will do cry for she (her) ..
 
 
She is the muse who most inspires me..
She is more than girlfriend for me..
She is half of me..
She is me..
She is my mommy..
 
Panlaqui John Delle
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We Are The Sun - John Delle Panlaqui
 
You are unique, you don't followed  conformity.
A soldier, warrior, legionary because you have showed reality.
You're a man, a possessors,  of nobility unlike other heroes who died for their
own sanctity.
 
Flaming, burning, blazing even you're ordinary, fighting, struggling if necessary.
To the cold-hearted person who always protecting their fidelity to The house that
kills the students equality.
 
You've your wings beautiful aesthetically but can't soar because you're unfree.
How pity you are? Who studied in eminent university. Your exceptional but slave
of illusory
coz always abided dictate of the dominantly.
 
We are the sun..
who provide your strength through our vigor you earned power..
 
Panlaqui John Delle
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